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China is one of the countries most affected by natural disasters. The direct 
economic losses caused by natural disasters accounted for 3 to 5 percent of China 
GDP. In the wake of climate change, rapid growth of economy and acceleration of 
urbanization in China, the situation to prevent and respond the losses caused by 
natural disasters is more urgent and serious. It does not suit social and economic 
development any more to depend on government allocation for loss compensation 
after a catastrophe in China. Hence, it is urgent to seek a professional method to 
minimize natural disaster risk and make up for huge losses. Catastrophe insurance is 
the right solution to solve the problems. 
The backbone of this thesis is to probe a catastrophe insurance system which 
suits China’s actual conditions. By means of the two cases happened in China,( 2008 
China Snowstorms and 5.12 Wenchuan Earthquake) and comparing several successful 
international cases for catastrophe compensation, the author makes an in-depth 
analysis of China’s current compensation system for huge losses on the basis of 
economics and insurance principle with international perspective and historical 
insight.  
First of all, the thesis brings out catastrophe insurance by sketching the coping 
method for natural disasters which is widely applied for catastrophe risk management 
internationally. And then, the author carries out an analysis of the catastrophe 
insurability from insurance theory angle and gives a profound analysis of catastrophe 
insurance trait and market supply and demand in the light of economic theory. 
Consequently, the writer indicates the disadvantage of purely commercialization that 
can not get over the market failure and derives the necessity and feasibility of 
catastrophe insurance with government support. To proof above analysis, by taking 
several international classic cases for instance and integrating with the objective 















macroeconomics environment, the writer puts forward a practical operation mode of 
catastrophe insurance system which conforms to China’s condition and should be with 
the help of government guidance and support, commerce sponsor, extensive 
participation of society and risks sharing. 
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灾的保险赔款尚不到 100 亿元人民币，不足损失的 1%。而中央及地方各级政府
向汶川地震拨付的救灾资金则超过了 547 亿元人民币，与此同时，2008 年度我








                                                        
① 瑞士再保险股份有限公司．Sigma[R].  1/2009 
② 夏益国. 2008 年影响中国保险业十件大事[J]. 中国保险，2009 年 1 月. 












































                                                        



































































全国 2/3 的省区，共造成全国 20 个省区不同程度受灾，影响到电力、交通、农
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